Résumé. 2014 Abstract. 2014 The magnetization distribution in sputtered random-anisotropy TbCo3 amorphous films was observed by transmission electron microscopy at room, low and high temperature. In the as-grown films, about 8 x 10-8 m thick, a disordered structure on a scale of 10-7 m, consistent with the Imry and Ma picture for a correlated spin glass, is observed at room temperature. This structure is unaffected by cooling but is irreversibly and progressively simplified on heating. Domain wall contrast is reversed, with no change in wall positions, when going through the compensation temperature of about 270 K. In thinned fragments, the domain structure is qualitatively different, due to terbium loss near the surfaces.
Observation of magnetization distribution in a correlated spin glass system : amorphous Tb-Co magnetic films M. Schlenker (1), J. Pelissier (2) , B. Barbara (1), J. P. Guigay (1) , G. Fillion (1), R. H. Geiss (3) , A. Liénard (1) and B. Blanchard (4) (1) Laboratoire Louis Néel du CNRS, associé à l'Université Joseph Fourier, B.P. 166, 38042 Grenoble, France (2) [4] showed that the superimposition of a uniform
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:01990005105048300 uniaxial anisotropy can bring about such a transition for D &#x3E; 0. The effect of the unavoidable dipolar coupling was considered by Cullen [5] . The case of weak random anisotropy was discussed by Chudnovsky, Saslow and Serota [6] , who introduced the concept of the correlated spin glass (CSG). Saslow [7] investigated the effect of applied magnetic field. An excellent review was recently published by Chudnovsky [8] .
Domain observations have been abundantly performed on thin films, both crystalline and amorphous, of interest for magnetic and magneto-optical storage applications and in particular in amorphous terbium-iron, a system apparently similar to the one we are investigating [9] [10] [11] [12] . Their relevance for applications, however, usually implies the presence of high perpendicular anisotropy, and observations focused on films featuring it.
Although neutron scattering measurements by Rhyne [13] (Fig. 4a) , of heating to about 500 K (Fig. 4b) , then cooling again to room temperature ( Fig. 4c) and to 34 K (Fig. 4d) Fig. 4) After an unthinned sample was visibly recrystallized, as evidenced both by the diffraction diagram and by dark-field observations of the crystallites, but also possibly further oxidized, by heating to 880 K, no contrast inversion was found between room temperature and 30 K.
Switching the (magnetic) objective lens on temporarily had no visible effect on the domain structure in the unthinned specimens.
To determine the extent of perpendicular anisotropy, measurements were performed [1.8 x 103 d] ] on a SQUID magnetometer equipped with a sample rotation possibility and detection of the magnetic moment components along two perpendicular directions. The application of magnetic field perpendicular to the film appeared unwise, both because of the chance of the film moving and of the effect of eddy currents in the aluminum plate holding the film, and because of the expected difficulty in correcting for demagnetizing field in this complicated situation. The evolution of the direction in space of the remanent magnetic moment, induced by the temporary application of a magnetic field in plane, was monitored as a function of temperature around the compensation point, where the demagnetizing field vanishes. A rotation of the magnetic moment from in-plane towards the perpendicular direction was observed extremely close to the compensation point. Since this transition occurs when the uniform anisotropy is of the order of the demagnetizing field, the conclusion was that perpendicular anisotropy is negligible compared to the local random anisotropy in these films.
Discussion.
The Tb-Co system is slightly different from the random anisotropy magnet considered in theoretical work because it is a sperimagnet in which the cobalt moments are expected to be largely aligned due to the high Co-Co exchange, and only the terbium moments will be induced by random anisotropy to take on orientations spread over a large part of a half-sphere relative to the Co moment direction [18] .
Furthermore, as the SIMS analysis showed, our films could definitely be considered neither as homogeneous nor as free of oxidation : the terbium losses from the latter result in the formation of a highly enriched cobalt-like layer on the surfaces, i.e. on either side of the film of composition close to TbCo3. In fact, careful SQUID magnetometer measurements performed on the unthinned samples with magnetic field in-plane showed complicated hysteresis loops including crossing points, reminiscent of the results of simulations for multilayers involving a random-anisotropy film sandwiched between two soft ferromagnetic ones [19] .
The observation of qualitatively different domains with soft magnetic behavior at room temperature and no compensation point on the thinnest specimen fragments confirms that their magnetization is cobalt-dominated. This is borne out by the SIMS profiles, since the observed region is near one of the surfaces.
The magnetization distribution in the thicker films is, however, strikingly disordered. From these observations alone, the choice would remain of either assigning this to the presence of high perpendicular anisotropy, with fluctuations around the direction perpendicular to the film (bubble-related domains), or to the effect of random anisotropy (Imry and Ma-like domains).
The magnetic measurements make it clear that this is not a perpendicular-anisotropy dominated system, and that the correct description is that based on random anisotropy.
The natural model for this material with low D/J is a correlated spin glass, and indeed the domain dimensions observed, on the order of 10-7 m, are consistent with the value that can be estimated for Rf, the ferromagnetic correlation length [8] ,
where Ra is the range of the short-range structural order, K the anisotropy constant and A the exchange constant, for a speromagnet.
For our sample, the ratio D/J could be evaluated from magnetization curves and should roughly be of the order of 0.1 [15] . Another approach to the evaluation of J/D would be to note that in rare earth-cobalt alloys the following orders of magnitude are usually valid :
Since the dominant exchange interaction is Jc.-c. and the relevant anisotropy energy D -JRE-C. -DRE because non-colinearity of the Co moments with the half-sphere axis of the RE moments is involved in rotation processes, we get DIJ -JRE-Co/jCo-Co -0.1.
The value for R agrees quite well with the observed size of the fine structure seen most clearly in figure 3 . This indicates that this structure corresponds to the spatial fluctuations associated with Imry and Ma domains, thus observed directly probably for the first time. Their scale in this low-anisotropy system is rather large, which is why we can see them with the comparatively modest resolution we have in the defocused mode, and beyond the range of small-angle scattering experiments.
We note that for such sizes dipolar fields cannot be neglected, and they should contribute both to the size and the shape of the domains together with the exchange and anisotropy energies [6, 20] .
The coupled effect of a coherent uniaxial, probably stress-induced, anisotropy and of the dipolar interaction is certainly the origin of the anisotropic shape of the domains in figure 3 .
The irreversible but gradual change of the magnetic configuration on heating above room temperature is likely to be associated with relaxation to a condition associated with reduced random local anisotropy. The fact that the magnetization distribution, whether simplified or not, does not change when lowering the temperature points to effective pinning. Two possibilities can be invoked to explain the changes. One is that, as the temperature is raised, the random anisotropy decreases and the coherent anisotropy becomes dominant, leading to ferromagnetic domains with Bloch walls. The magnetic configuration could then still be thought of as being globally locked through the presence of topological potential walls separating valleys on a mesoscopic scale [21, 22] . The second possibility is simply that gradual oxidation leads to increased terbium losses [23] [24] [25] 
